One Family. One Lock.

Digital Door Locks
Making Access Smart & Secure.

Introducing
Digital Door Locks
When entering or leaving a building,
a home or even just a room, people
often use dormakaba products and
solutions to do so. From door
solutions to master key systems,
from customized access systems to
flexible room solutions.

Changes in the way we live,
we work and build go hand in hand
with an increased need for security.
From homes to high-end facilities
that house high security people
and equipment, need the
protection it deserves.
A protection they can trust.
That’s where our Digital Door Locks
fit right in.

One Family. One Lock.
Many Access codes.

Safe | Secure | Smart | Stylish | Simple
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Push or Pull. It doesn’t matter

No more keys

Some doors open inward. Others outward.
With our Push and Pull the door
can be opened both ways.

Keys are so yesterday. Modern homes need
modern security to keep up with the times.
Our Digital Door Locks come with PIN codes /
Fingerprint / RFID Cards / Mobile App to
open the lock. Not for one, but for everyone
in the family.

Digital Door Locks

Safe, secure & very modern

Shake your phone to open door

Digital Door Locks from dormakaba are made
using the same technology that is used in
critical & safe installations worldwide.
Governments, Hospitals, Airports,
Factories trust dormakaba to keep their
assets safe & secure.

Our Digital Door Locks come with
advanced technology features. It just needs to
read the Bluetooth authentication from your phone.
You can also send a limited time expiry PIN code to
someone you trust. The PIN code will expire after
the expiry time you set.
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Push & Pull Digital Door Lock
DP850

Handle reads your fingerprint.
Opens seamlessly.
DP850 lock is a newly designed premium push and
pull intelligent door lock. This lock is equipped with
convenient push & pull handle and high secure
automatic motorized mortise. The push & pull handle
offers brand new experience with no fixed direction to
open the lock. It has fingerprint sensor on push and
pull handle offering single hand opening experience.
The lock has Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) feature
allowing user to open the door using their mobile app
& share valid password to other users.

Ultra-thin sleek design

5+1 way access control

Double authentication

BLE long distance
key sharing

Push & Pull simultaneously
for doors opening inward
or outward

Mechanical key override

DP850WG
White Gold

DP850 B
Black
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Push / Pull Digital Lock
MP750

A lock that is as versatile as you.
A premium door lock that facilitates the door to open
both ways, it comes with a highly secure automatic
mortise lock. A versatile lock that can be opened in a
variety of ways like a Fingerprint, PIN code,
RFID Card/Fob, Mechanical Key and through Bluetooth
from your phone. What’s more, you can even share the
PIN code to someone you trust.

Improved security with
self locking mortise

5+1 way access control

High resolution
backlit keypad

High voltage
protection system

High temperature alarm

Emergency power
via 9V battery

MP750WG
White Gold

MP750 B
Black

Encryption system
for anti-hacking
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The Grange

Outstanding design.
Outstanding security.
Manufactured using the highest quality material,
The Grange, combines highest standards in quality,
functionality & design. The Grange offers security
with the convenience of keyless entry.

Integrated keyless entry

Use PIN code, RFID card /
fob & Mobile Phone App
to operate

Secured with a
heavy-duty deadbolt

Entrance Pull Handles

Dummy Handles
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Digital Rim Lock
RL599+

To open lock.
Just shake your phone.

Surface mounted
electronic lock

Looking for a highly secure but an easy access door
lock for your home? Look no further. Digital RIM lock
from dormakaba combines high security with easy
accessibility. Digital RIM lock can be mounted
on any surface door.

5+1 way access control

Fingerprint,
RFID & PIN Code

BLE Mobile App
even without
internet connection

Alarm for multiple
entry failure
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Digital Mortise Lock
ML330/530/550

Manual keys are so yesterday.
Create PIN codes, instead.
For everyone in the family.
From compact apartments to sprawling bungalows,
Digital Mortise Locks have all the modern features and safe
security systems to give you peace of mind. Choose from a variety
of models but be assured that the security that comes with each
one is unmatched.

Fingerprint, RFID, PIN code &
Mobile App (BLE) in ML550

5+1 way access control
in ML550
3+1 way access control
in ML330/ML530

Auto and manual lock
functions

Emergency power
via 9V battery

Alarm for multiple
entry failure

Mechanical key override

Digital Door Locks

Virtual number function
Scrambled PIN code to provide improved security

ML330

ML530

ML550
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Protecting People, Properties & Possessions.
For over 150 years.
Making Access Smart & Secure.

About dormakaba

The Swiss Connection

dormakaba is a global corporation
with operations in over 130 countries.
dormakaba known for several firsts in
the industry, has over 2000+ patents,
testimony to our innovation and
cutting-edge technology.

Switzerland brings to our mind
precision watches, perfumes and
even chocolates. For the peripatetic,
it could also bring fond memories
the Alps and the Skis.

dormakaba, headquartered in
Zurich brings the same
sophistication and impenetrable
security system to its access
solutions.

One of the other well-known but
under stated things that makes
Swiss tick is Protecting the Precious
Possessions & Properties, through
its well-heeled banking system. It is
considered as one of the most
sophisticated and impenetrable
fortresses ever built.

No wonder, dormakaba is the most
trusted brand in the world when it
comes to access solutions.

dormakaba has installed high-secure
access solutions and door closers in
some of the most critical secure
facilities, protecting possessions that
protect the world.
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At dormakaba, Innovation = expertise +
the courage to break new ground
Innovative thinking has been at the
heart of our company for more than
150 years. The clearest evidence is
our range of smart access and
security solutions, which are the
foundation of our business. We aim
to be leading innovators
in our sector.
The merger that created
dormakaba has enabled us to
provide our customers with a
broad and innovative range of
products from a single source.
To ensure that our customers are
always ahead of the competition,
we constantly question

and review our business,
our products, and our processes:
What are the current market and
technology trends, how are
customer requirements changing,
and what does digital
transformation mean not only for
our sector, but more importantly for
our company and our employees?
Innovation however is a term we do
not apply until we are creating
added value – for our customers,
our business, or our employees.
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Technical Specifications

Features

Models

DP850

MP750

The Grange

Door

Door

Door

Mortise

Mortise

Deadbolt

Push & Pull

Push / Pull

Pull Handle

5+1

5+1

4

Bluetooth Low Energy Enabled

z

z

z

Double Authentication

z

z

-

Mechanical Key Override

z

z

z

One-time password

z

z

z

Alarm for multiple entry failure

z

z

z

High temperature alarm

z

z

-

Break-in Alarm

z

z

-

Volume Control

z

z

-

Backlit Keypad

z

z

z

Voice Navigation

z

-

-

High Voltage Protection

z

z

-

Anti-hacking encryption

z

z

-

Scrambled PIN code

z

z

z

Integration with VDP

z

z

-

Remote Control

{

{

-

Low battery alarm

z

z

z

Mounting Surface
Lock Type
Push & Pull Handle
Access Control Modes

z Standard { Optional

- Not available
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RL599+

ML550

ML530

ML330

Door

Door

Door

Door

Rim lock

Mortise

Mortise

Mortise

Lever Handle

Lever Handle

Lever Handle

5+1

5+1

3+1

3+1

z

z

-

-

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

-

-

-

-

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

{

{

{

{

z

z

z

z
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Access Solutions

Door Hardware
- DHW

Interior Glass
Systems - IGS

Entrance Systems
- ENS

dormakaba India Private Limited
Plot No. 48/3, Mahindra World City
8th Avenue, Anjur Village
Chengalpattu District
Tamil Nadu 603 002. INDIA
T+91 44 67 400 200
Customer Care: 1-800-121-6414

Lodging Systems
- LGS

Safe Locks
- SAL

Mechanical Key
Systems - MKS

Service - SVC

Wall Solutions

Movable
Walls
MovableWalls

enquiry.india@dormakaba.com
www.dormakaba.com/in-en

Electronic
Access & Data - EAD

